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1. Introduction

Erythrocytes (Figure 1) constitute approximately 40% of the total amount of the blood and 99% of shaped elements in the blood. They are biconcave disk-shaped cells with an average diameter of 6.2–8.2 μm, a thickness at the thickest point of 2–2.5 μm, and a minimum thickness in the center of 0.8–1 μm. These dimensions make the red blood cells smaller than most other human cells. One millimeter cube of blood contains 5,100,000–5,800,000 erythrocytes in men and 4,300,000–5,200,000 red blood cells in women. These numbers may vary according to age, gender, and height of place [1].

The red blood cells are produced in the vitellus sac during the first few weeks of the fetus, in the spleen, lymph nodes, and liver in the second trimester, and in the bone marrow in the last month before and after birth. Red blood cells are produced in the bone marrow of all bones up to 5 years of age; after the age of 20, they are produced in the bone marrow of vertebrae, sternum, ribs, and iliac bone. All circulating cells are formed by dividing hemopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow.

The production of red blood cells is controlled by erythropoietin hormone produced by the kidneys (90%) and by the liver (10%). The production of red blood cells begins as immature cells in the bone marrow and they mature approximately 7 days later and are released into the blood stream. Initially, the red blood cells are added to the circulation in the form of reticulocytes and reticulocytes become erythrocytes in circulation within 2 days. Reticulocytes typically contain remnants of organelles. Reticulocytes should comprise approximately 1–2% of the erythrocyte count. When oxygen decreases in tissues, the erythropoietin hormone level rises, and red blood cell production is stimulated; however, after 5 days, the new red blood cells appear in the circulation. Abnormally low or high levels of reticulocytes indicate deviations in the production of these erythrocytes.

Red blood cells lack endoplasmic reticula and do not synthesize proteins. They lack mitochondria as well and rely on anaerobic respiration. However, erythrocytes contain a special protein called hemoglobin, which carries oxygen from the lungs to other parts of the body and carries carbon dioxide into the lungs. No mitochondria mean that erythrocytes do not utilize any of the oxygen they are transporting, so they can deliver it all to the tissues. Approximately 90% of red blood cells are hemoglobin. Erythrocytes allow regulation of acid-base balance through hemoglobin. The hemoglobin level in whole blood is 16 g/dl in men and 14 g/dl in women. In a red blood cell, there is an average of 270–300 million molecules of hemoglobin. Each hemoglobin molecule contains four globin groups, each of which can bind a molecule of oxygen. Total iron in the body is 4–5 g, and 65% of this is found in hemoglobin. Hemoglobin molecule gives the red color to the erythrocytes and to the blood.
Erythrocyte

While the major function of red blood cells is hemoglobin-mediated oxygen transport through the body, they also actively participate in both arterial and venous thrombosis, since erythrocytes are the most abundant blood cells, comprising 35–45% of the blood volume [2].

Unlike many other cells, mature red blood cells have no nuclei in humans and thus have a very flexible structure. Because of these flexible structures, they can easily reach everywhere through the blood vessels. The biconcave shape also provides a greater surface area across which gas exchange can occur, relative to its volume [3]. This flexible shape also limits the life of the cell. The red blood cell survives only an average of 120 days [4, 5]. In time, the membrane of the red blood cells becomes easily vulnerable and they are removed from the circulation by reticuloendothelial system macrophages mostly in the spleen. After phagocytosis, the hemoglobin is exposed. Macrophages remove the iron from hemoglobin for reutilization. Iron is bound to transferrin in the blood. The remaining parts of the hemoglobin are converted to bilirubin and given to the blood and then excreted into the bile by the liver.

2. Conclusion

Erythrocytes are the basis of life and erythrocyte evolution continues. We learned a lot, but there is still too much information to learn about erythrocytes. This book aims to reveal the latest developments related to “erythrocytes.”

Figure 1. Light microscopic micrographs of peripheral blood. Normocytic normochromic erythrocytes with central pallor. Central pallor is one-third the size of a red blood cell.
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